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There is always pressure on this action - Who

should write Gherkin Scenarios? Based on my

personal experience, as part of the three amigos

session, the acceptance criteria have to be derived

by all amigos (BA’s, Devs, Testers, Designers,

Architects). It’s the BA’s responsibility to validate

the scenarios and update them in  JIRA  or any

other tool. BA’s are considered to be the top-notch

people when it comes to requirements. They

decide which is correct and wrong.

Practically, there might be cases when all possible

scenarios can’t be derived on a single session, or

there might be cases in which a scenario can be

identified during the sprint by developer or tester.

In that situation, it’s better to draft the scenarios in

Gherkin format and get the BA’s approval for

development and testing.

I often hear many people, including software testers using

the phrase, BDD Tests. As one of the BDD enthusiasts, I

request you not to use this phrase anymore. You need to

understand that BDD and Testing are different. They are

like the north pole and south pole. They have different

roles & responsibilities.

In this article, I would like to express some of the roles and

responsibilities that the project stakeholders should know

before adopting BDD way of work culture. I am sharing

this based on my personal experience in practising BDD

for over eight years across various financial domain

customers.

The most influential people  in a typical Agile project are

the Product Owners and Business Analysts. The reason I

say that is, they decide  WHAT  needs to be built, which

means they are the ones who define the requirements.

These are the people who should insist on the practice of

BDD within the team, and they are supposed to be an

example for writing the requirements or specifications

in Domain Specific Language. PO’s and BA’s are the ones

who should run the three amigos session where the

specifications/acceptance criteria are written down.
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Now, when should we run our tests? I prefer to run

the tests daily. Be it whether it is the feature/sprint

tests or regression tests. The reason behind this is, in

the early days when we practised the Waterfall

model, we had enough time to execute our

regression tests at the end and tweak it if tests are

failing. We had that leisure. But, in BDD & Agile,

these tweaks should happen during the sprint as we

are developing the application and the tests in an

incremental model. 

Now, coming to the BDD Tests phrase. Like John Ferguson Smart said in one of his articles, BDD and testing are

different entities. Never confuse them. BDD is an approach, and testing is an activity to make sure whether the

acceptance criteria are met by performing automated checks. We must also understand that acceptance tests are

different, and test scripts are other. In an ideal scenario, acceptance tests can be manual as well. In contrast, test

scripts are mostly automated using tools like Selenium, Cypress, Serenity, etc., The skeleton part of acceptance

tests will be automated by the testers when the developers start building the application. When the application is

built, then the testers will add appropriate tweaks in locators, business logics etc.,
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